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December 12, 2018

The Honourable Steve Clark
Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing
777 Bay Street, 17th Floor
Toronto M5G 2E5

Dear Minister Clark:

Re: Conservation Authority’s request that DG Group be permitted to build a subdivision on Greenbelt
farmland

I am writing to respond to the November 30, 2018 letter from Mike Walters, CAO of the Lake Simcoe
Region Conservation Authority (LSRCA) to your advisor Mr. Truesdell, requesting your Ministry to permit
the DG Group to build a subdivision on prime farm lands in the Greenbelt Protected Countryside.

While the LSRCA asserts that its proposal is designed to “grow the Greenbelt”, in fact it seeks to have
you remove a significant parcel of farmland from the Greenbelt so that a developer can trade its current
lands, largely a swamp that has been declared a provincially significant wetland (P5W), for the right to
build a subdivision on prime farmlands in the Green belt.

We do not believe that it is necessary to sacrifice prime farmlands in the Greenbelt to save the Paradise
Beach - Island Grove PSW.

We have appealed to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (LPAT) to overturn the provisions in the
Town of Georgina’s Official Plan that permit development in the Paradise Beach-Island Grove P5W.
Our hearing was in May and we are waiting for the Tribunal’s decision. We believe there is a strong
likelihood that Georgina’s Plan will be amended by the LPAT to prohibit development on these
environmentally sensitive lands. This would end the threat to the PSW and leave the DG Group
nothing to trade for the right to pave over Greenbelt farmland.

• Across southern Ontario, residential developments on PSW5 are prohibited. We believe that the
LSRCA unlawfully decided to give the DG Group permission to build in the PSW. It is our
understanding that the LSRCA was legally obliged to deny the DG Group the Section 28 permit that it
needs to proceed with its proposed subdivision in the Paradise Beach - Island Grove P5W. As Section
8.3 of the LSRCA’s Guidelines for the Implementation of Ontario Regulation 179/06 states: Section 28
permits will not be granted for residential developments on PSWs. The North Gwillimbury Forest
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Alliance is planning to seek a judicial review of the LSRCA’s action in the event our LPAT appeal is
unsuccessful.

The DG Group owns appropriately zoned development land nearby in South Keswick. These are lands
on which Provincial and York Region policies encourage further intensification (please see attached
map). DG could seek to swap its swamp holdings and perhaps other lands it owns north of Boyers
Road in return for permission to build additional high-quality homes on the lands it owns in south
Keswick.

This would be a win-win option for the people of Georgina, the DG Group and the Greenbelt for the
following reasons.

It would provide Georgina residents with access to beautiful walking trails in a large wetland and
woodland property in the heart of the North Gwillimbury Forest.

It would protect the integrity of the Greenbelt’s farmlands, as the Premier has promised.

It would allow the OG Group to build additional homes for new residents in the best possible location --

within Georgina’s largest urban community, near the Highway 404 exit and the soon-to-be-built state-
of-the-art recreational corn plex.

Minister, we are requesting that you protect good farmland — and the integrity of the Greenbelt — by
doing nothing with respect to the LSRCA’s request. Simply do not get involved in DG Group’s
machinations.

I would be pleased to meet with you or your staff to discuss this issue in more detail.

Yours sincerely,

Jack Gibbons
Chair

cc. The Honourable Caroline Mulroney
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